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HATONN

WEDNESDAY
Hatonn present and in service,
salu. We have exhausted participants this morning for this day
follows one of grueling harassment
by insult, degradation, denouncement and debilitating witness to the
non-justice system in action. Delightful and beloved brothers were
subjected to hours of interrogation
simply because they were present
and witnessed Dharma and Oberli
at the place in City Hall where
their property was to be auctioned-1 can only give them honor for
these are the reasons citizens refuse
to become “involved”. Two beautiful people were badgered and insulted as to the capability of memory, truth and all manner of insults
simply because they said that they
had seen these two at City Hall in
Bakersfield on the day and at the
time that a sale was “supposed” to
have taken place--for nine hours!
And, they will still have to testify
in open court several times yet.
As these things continue to occur
and the harassment gets all but
devastating, I, too, wish to withdraw and say enough is enough-we shall do no more. But, chelas,
if not us--WHO? Who will stand
forth in demand for Constitutional
truth and justice if not us? But I
must ask kindness, patience and
indulgence from you blessed readers who continue to inquire and
ask instant reply. We simply can-
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not haul the load all at once. Each
inquiry is precious and none is
more important unto us than is another--but, I must ask that you not
threaten us with more emotional
drainage.
What do I mean? Well, I have
several letters from ones who
threaten me with withdrawal of
their attention if I continue to write
“this” or “that’‘--i.e., regarding the
mark of the beast is a good example. It is supl5osed that I will lose
readers because I have said you are
alreadv marked, while at the same
time trying to keep you out of the
clutches of the Beast in ways of
earth demands. You perceive that
there cannot be “both”--1 tell you
that there is already both. If you
buy gasoline for your car with its
taxes on petroleum base, or have a
social security card, or purchase
food with a bar code or talk on a
telephone, or use a credit card for
whatever reason, if you pay taxes
(even sales taxes), if you are ill
and go to a physician or go into a
court of law, or receive assistance
of any type or, or, or--YOU ARE
MARKED BY THE BEAST. The
point is that you must remain unmarked upon your soul-for unless
you are physically separated from
the world in to&Z-you are physically marked and do not even realize it. Zf ones choose to leave
my ‘Ifan club” as some have
worded it,-so be it and blessings
unto them for their faith in GOD
was indeed small and Z have
nothing to\sayabout it. Ours is to
1
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bring forth Truth-yours is to
choose that which you willreceive.
We are efforting at jell bore at the
present time, to keep the Beast
from swallowingyou-for you are
already marked as expendable,
eatable, distasteful troublemakers
and/or simply slave material
and/or ALREADY IN SERVICE.
Worse, some of the most efficient
and effective workers for the
Beast-ARE the ones who fZow
through the “churches I’ of all denominations for you follow the
f&se teachings and false teachers,
whether in ignorance or intent. Zf
my “Ifans”leave me, so be it. Z
can only ask that you carefully
read and reread and THINK for
the answers will flow within.
THE ENEMY DEPENDS UPON
YOUR ET
UNDERSTANDING
AND STEPPING
PloRWARD
AND YOU BECOME EXAMPLE
TO BE TAKEN OUT OF GOD’S
SERVICE.
THERE ‘WAS A
TIME OF AND FOR, MARTYRS-NO MORE; GOD MUST HAVE
LZVE WORKERS WHO HAVE
REASONING CAPABILITY TO
COUNTER ON THE VERY
TERMS
THAT
THE
EVIL
BEAST LAYS FORTH-FOR Z
REPEAT: THE MARK IS AG
READY THERE IF YOU ARE, IN
FACT, BREATHING!
THIS
DOES NOT MEAN THAT YOUR
SOUL
IS
MARKED-KNOW
THAT THEREIN LIES THE
DIFFERENCE-THE
MAGNZFZCENT DIFFERENCE.
WE
SHALL TAKE UP THIS SUBJECT AGAIN BUT PLEASE
#6

BEAR WITH US WHILE WE
DELVE INTO SOME OTHER
PROMISED MAmERS. PEACE
BE UNTO YOU AND, PLEASE,
ALLOW PATIENCE
WHILE
WD UNFOLDS THE MAGNZFZCENT MYSTERIES.
GUN CONTROL
Another
point--PLEASE,
PLEASE, PLEASE--THINK!
I
get a swarm of denials back about
“guns” . I am told Guns are not of
God--why think ye that? Everything (EVERYTHING)
IS OF
GOD! It is that Evil intent takes
the wondrous things of God and
uses them for destruction and evil
purpose.
The facts are, however, that
GUNS we NOT THE ISSUE IN
POINT! LOSING YOUR CONSTZTUTZONfi RZGHTS IS THE
ISSUE: THE FULL AND TOTAL
GUNS
ARE
THE
ISSUE:
“EXCUSE “.
I promised you a dissertation on
“Drug Running” for Uncle Sam. It
is important that you get this story
and, further, I cannot tell it as well
as the ones involved. Therefore, I
ask herein that we simply copy the
material as documented--without
my opinions. It beats “007” and
perhaps you ones can better relate
to Earth telling than to my input on
such matters. I know that when
Col. Gritz tells his story it is much
more impressive than when I speak
of “his” story.
So please,
Dharma, let us relax a bit for you
are weary and this will flow more
easily without the perceived responsibility of directed documentation--I shall simply dictate and
we will concern over the spelling
errors later. Thank you.
I RAN DRUGS FOR
UNCLE SAM
San Diego’s Weekly READER,
Volume 19, No. 13 April 5, 1990.
SECRET MOVES OF THE CON-

TRA WAR:
Matthews.

Story

by

Neal

The
DC-3
airplane,
heavily
guarded by uniformed Panamanian
soldiers, sat on the far side of the
jungle clearing at Penonome, 60
miles southwest of Panama City.
Its cargo doors were wide open
and chocked tight against the fuselage. The right engine idled slow
and rough; the left engine was shut
down for the loading operation.
Soldiers in two Jeeps outfitted with
SO-caliber machine guns guarded
the plane fore and aft. One gunner
trained his weapon on the loading
crew; the other SO-4 was pointed
at the cockpit- and the unarmed
American flight crew.
The pilot, Wayne Howard, stuck
his head and left arm out of the
cockpit window and waved a small
white flag. The soldier in the Jeep
waved back and gave a thumbs-up.
A line of cargo handlers hurriedly
stacked white plastic sacks on pallets; others inside the plane slid the
heavy pallets forward and secured
them for the 680-mile flight to
Costa Rica.
It was early March 1983, about 30
minutes to sunrise. Tosh Plumlee,
the co-pilot, was about to begin his
third cocaine flight in 12 days from
Panama to the secret American airfield at Santa Elena, on the west
coast of Costa Rica, just south of
the Nicaraguan border.
Tosh, a
member of an all-civilian Black
Crew (“black” meaning top secret)
of American military-intelligence
operatives, had made several trips
into Santa Elena in the past four
years.
The base was a major
transshipment point for weapons
being funnelled by the U.S. to El
Salvador and later to the anti-Sandinista Nicaraguan contra rebels.
Tosh Plumlee (his real name) and
Wayne Howard (a CIA-supplied
identity) had worked together on
these weapons runs, which originated in many parts of the U.S.,
including the Marine base at
Twentynine Palms in the Southern
* ‘I>
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California desert. They had even
made secret flights into Nicaragua
itself to drop weapons to contra
guerilla units. But their last three
hops between Panama and Santa
Elena were drug runs, and Tosh
was beginning to wonder why the
Black Crew was suddenly in the
dope business.
After all, he reminded himself, he was flying under authority of U.S. military intelligence, which answered to the
National Security Agency, which
by extension, answered to the
White House.
The flight this morning had been
set in motion a few months earlier
by the CIA station chief in Costa
Rica and bore the Pentagon code
name Royal Tiger. (“Royal’ was
the CIA designation for extremely
sensitive espionage techniques or
missions; fewer than 100 top-level
military and intelligence chiefs had
knowledge of these operations.)
Royal Tiger was an airlift delivering military hardware to various
Central American jungle airstrips,
but this particular flight was different from the others.
Tosh and Wayne were in the process of stealing 1200 kilos of highgrade Colombian cocaine from the
Ochoa branch of the Medellin cartel, which was operating through
Panama with the aid of Panamanian
strongman Manuel Noriega. The
American plane had landed 30
minutes before the cartel’s drugrunning plane was due; ties between the cartel and the CIA’s local operatives were so close that
this kind of precise information
was commonly available to the
Black Crews. This same intelligence indicated that the Panamanian soldiers would expect the
plane’s pilot to signal his identity
by waving a white flag in his left
And although everything
hand.
looked fine to the soldiers now, in
reality Tosh and the other crewmen
were trying to trick one faction of
the drug cartel into assuming another faction had ripped it off and
perhaps cause internal dissension
#6

and feuding
barons.

among

the cocaine

Tosh felt uneasy sitting in the
cockpit of the old, modified DC-3,
but not because of the machine
guns, which were routine. Rather,
it was the sickening knowledge that
if something went wrong, the operation would be revealed as a
drug run gone sour, flown by an
American crew and sanctioned by
the U.S. government, which had
played both ends against the middle and lost.
From the right-hand co-pilot’s seat,
Tosh watched the edge of the jungle clearing for any sign of a surprise attack from one of the rival
drug cartels that operated from this
remote strip. Suddenly, a flock of
birds sprang up from the trees and
winged quickly away from the dirt
road that cut through the thick jungle undergrowth.
A car, a black
sedan, sped down the rough road,
churning a rooster tail of orange
dust. The birds circled and returned to their perches as the car
raced up the clearing toward the
runway and the parked DC-3. One
of the Panamanian soldiers stood
up to watch the oncoming car.
Wayne too had noticed it.
He
dropped the white flag and shouted
back to the American crewmen in
the cargo hold, “Button this bird
up, and let’s get the hell out of
here. Fast! ”
Tosh reached up and hit the start
button and cranked the left engine.
It belched twice, blowing thick
blue smoke over the confused soldiers and their Jeeps. The cargo
kickers, Dan and Perry, shoved the
last pallet and two Colombian
loaders out of the hold. A few
bags of cocaine broke and spread
their contents on the ground, the
powder disappearing in the prop
wash.
The kickers secured the
double-wide cargo doors, and the
plane was rolling by the time the
black sedan came to a sliding,
Three men in
broadside stop.
civilian clothes jumped from the

car and began firing bursts from
their AK-47’s. The rounds went
wide and far left of the lumbering
bird.
The plane was turning into the
wind when the first of the tracer
bullets from the SO-cals buzzed
past the cockpit window. Wayne
glanced at Tosh and grinned. He
lined up the plane’s wheels in the
ruts of the dirt strip, and Tosh
flipped the tail-wheel lock into position. Together, they pushed forward on the throttles, and the engines began to scream. I&is is going to be close, Tosh thought.
“Go! Go!” yelled Perry, as he
strapped himself into the radio operator’s seat. He slipped on the
earphones and fine-tuned the radio
to their assigned low-frequency
bank.
Their radio signal would
notify ground stations that the
plane was on its way out and there
was trouble.
Wayne peered’ at the far end of the
runway. Tosh was hypnotized by
the sight of the wall of trees rushing toward them.
The controls
were still mush. Tosh guarded the
throttles with his left hand and
called out the air speed as the bird
slowly crept past 60. Wayne eased
back on the yoke. “It’s going to be
tight”, he said calmly.
The nose was lifting when Tosh
noticed one of the Jeeps pulling
along his side of the plane. He
saw the gunner yank back a lever
on the .50-cal and watched, in
slow-motion, the hot tracers inch
their way toward the nose of the
bird. He glanced toward the trees
and was certain they weren’t going
to make it.
The slugs sliced deep into the side
of the airplane, and everything
went crazy. Bullets, ripping metal,
and electrical sparks popped and
arced around the cabin. The radio
rack exploded, and fire engulfed
the panel.
Perry grabbed a fire
extinguisher and emptied it on the
3
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burning wires. Three large holes
were torn in the fuselage behind
Tosh, a bullet was embedded in the
aluminum frame of Eddie’s seat.
Tosh was amazed to look out and
see the plane clear the trees by ten
feet. He tapped on the fuel gages,
but the needles didn’t move, a
good sign that the bullets hadn’t
pierced the fuel tanks. They flew
in silence for a while, then
trimmed up, set power, and headed
for Costa Rica.
Three hours later, the Americans
landed at Santa Elena and were met
by two DEA agents. Wayne and
Tosh were de-briefed while another
crew
unloaded
the
cocaine.
Nearby, a U.S. Air Force cargo
plane was emptied of its shipment
of weapons, and the drug cache
was put aboard that aircraft. The
Air Force plane then took off for
Homestead Air Force Base, south
of Miami. Later, a ground crew
would strip and cannibalize the
shot-to-hell DC-3, a venerable bird
that Black Crews had flown on
hundreds of secret missions since
the 1950’s. Its remains would be
carried out to sea on a barge late at
night and ditched. This operation
was officially closed, and the four
crewmen went their separate ways
back home to the States.
Fifty-two-year-old Robert “Tosh”
Plumlee, who has lived in the San
Diego area off and on since 1976,
has decided to come forward with
details of his work as a pilot in
Central America during the time
the U.S. government was secretly
arming the Nicaraguan contrus.
From 1979 to 1986, between his
assignments--ferrying
cargo and
people into the jungles of Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and
Panama, sometimes returning to
the U.S. wi$h shipments of cocaine
and marijuana--Plumlee had a bluecollar job in San Diego.
He
worked as a plumber for the Erling
Rohde Plumbing Company in La
Jolla. Owner Mike Glancy made a
deal with Plumlee when he hired
him in 1985: “As long as you tin#6

ish the job you’re on, you can
come and go. ” “He’d be gone for
two weeks, a month at a time, then
be back here for two, three months
before he was gone again. ”

the drug running blurred together,
and the contra war eventually became a business. I ended up running drugs on behalf of the U.S.
Federal Government. Period. ”

“Sometimes, all of a sudden he
wouldn’t show up, and the next
day I’d get a call from Costa Rica.
It’s Bob, saying, ‘Hey, Mike, I
gotta be down here for a few
days...“’

Plumlee says he made drug deliveries all over the American SouthAnd like that Air Force
west.
cargo plane he saw leaving Santa
Elena, he says he delivered cocaine
on at least four occasions TO
HOMESTEAD
AIR
FORCE
BASE. (At least one other pilot,
Michael Toliver, has testified in
federal court that he flew drugs
into Homestead as part of the contra resupply network. Toliver is
now in prison in North Carolina on
an unrelated marijuana-smuggling
conviction.)
Flying CIA-supplied
airplanes, Plumlee was able to
cross the border into the States
unimpeded
by U.S. Customs,
which lifted inspection requirements for such government-sanctioned aircraft. He and his colleagues, many of whom had flown
CIA-backed dirlift operations in
Southeast Asia (and some of
whom, including Plumlee, had
even worked together 30 years ago
running guns to Cuba), believed
that they were working on sting
operations for the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency. “We’d deliver
the drugs, and then we’d wait for
the bust, and we waited and
waited, but the busts never came,”
Plumlee says. “Come to find out,
the drugs were being sold to support the comas, and our government is crookeder than shit. Every
we’re
a network
of
facet,
greed.. .Our job was to gather facts
related to military affairs, at first.
Then we were asked to start gathering information on drugs. Then
these same agencies that asked us
for the intelligence on drugs started
sacrificing our men, busting us,
calling us a bunch of mercenaries,
I figured, if
rogue elephants.
they’d hang out certain guys to dry
like JOHN HULL,
EUGENE
HASENFUS, or BARRY SEAL,
what would they do to me?”

Plumlee sometimes talked about his
other life with a couple of the guys
around the plumbing office, “And I
thought at first he was a bullshitter, until stuff came out in the papers just like he said,” remarks coworker Norm Isbell.
When the existence of Santa Elena
broke publicly in 1987, it was big
news, since military aid to the
comas had been illegal at the time
the airfield was most heavily used.
“Tosh had been talking about Santa
Elena for years before that, ” Isbell
reports. But as the gun running
mutated into drug running, ostensibly for the purpose of collecting
“intelligence” on the drug cartels,
Plumlee became increasingly disenchanted. “It really bothered his
conscience”, Isbell recalls. “When
he found out what was really going
on, it started to get to him. That’s
why he stopped. ”
Today Plumlee is living in Cardiff
and trying to put his past behind
him; he’s starting a business that
prepares pilots for FAA licensing
examinations.
But the official
subterfuge he saw in Central
America and the way it changed
his perception of the U.S. government continues to dog his conscience. “I believed in this coma
war at first”, he explains.
“And
before that, I believed in what we
were doing in El Salvador.
We
wanted to get that fucker Castro
out of Central America, and we
had to do it covertly, and we didn’t
need some congressman’s nose up
our ass while we did it. But along
about 1982, the gun running and

/.)
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In the spring of 1983, Plumlee,
who had a residence in Denver,
approached then-Senator Gary Hart
with information about government
involvement in drug running in
Central America. Plumlee also expressed his concerns that this information had been passed up
through proper channels and nothing had been done about it. He
met with Hart staffer Bill Holen,
giving him a copy of a map of
Central America marked with
notes, aircraft ID’s, staging areas,
drops,
and
corm-u
weapons
crossover points from Honduras
into Nicaragua. At the time, most
of this information was a secret
being withheld from Congress.
The map, on which Plumlee
continued to make notations for
four years, until he quit flying to
Central America in 1987, was a
form of security for him. He figured that since a copy of it was in
Hart’s hands, the map would protect him if he were ever shot down
in Central America and the government tried to discredit him and
deny his activities. Several of the
names Plumlee wrote on the map
would be revealed years later to be
principal players in the Iran-contra
scandal (ROBERT OWEN, FELIX
RODRIGUEZ, RICHARD SECORD) including some who figure
prominently in the current trial of
former National Security Adviser
JOHN POINDEXTER. But at the
time Plumlee jotted them down,
these notes and names ‘were his
private picture of a dirty secret.
Hart, who had spent four years on
the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee and is now a practicing
lawyer in Denver, says he recalls
that Plumlee’s information was
passed on to the staff of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, “and
from there it went nowhere. But I
think it sho&d have been taken seriously. ” Hart says he has no reason not to believe Plumlee’s stories, given the later revelations
about the coma war. “Do I believe the CIA flew guns, legally or
illegally, to the Nicaraguan con-
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trus? Of course I believe it. Do I
think they flew drugs back?
I
think it’s probable. ”

government again,” Plumlee announces , “I am flat-ass done with
this shit. ”

For this story, the samples of
Plumlee’s map notations have been
numbered and his spelling corrected.
These numbered notes
provide a personal view into the
contra war, the interagency feuds,
the drug dealing, and the official
government lies. The dates and
routes marked on the map appear
to support recent contentions of at
least one U.S. Senate subcommittee that the upsurge in the importation of cocaine and marijuana in
the 1980’s paralleled operations in
the U.S. funded corm-u war. Although this subject was scrupulously avoided during the Iran-contra hearings that made Oliver
North a hero, the Senate Foreign
Relations Subcommittee on Narcotics and Terrorism has since confirmed the conrruldrug connection
and has also stated flatly that senior officials in the Reagan-Bush
administration were aware of and
may have even encouraged drug
trafficking as a way to fund the
contra war. “We’re spending billions for a drug war that could
have been stopped in 1982,”
Plumlee alleges, “and George Bush
knew it.”

[Hatonn: still think I just give you
a bunch of BS to ruin your good
days? Still think the Beast doesn’t
just about have you bound and
gagged? Keep on, brothers, and
you are going to really find out
what is pure misery and destruction.
LISTEN to Cheney as he
tells you that you MUST have military missile capability in ever increasing amounts--WHY, WHY,
WHY???
Oh, little chelas,
PLEASE open your eyes and ears-it is almost sundown and you have
slept all day!]

In 1985 and 1986, Plumlee estimates that 60 to 80 percent of his
return flights from Central America were drug runs. He figures
that he alone delivered some four
tons of drugs to this country, flying CIA-funded aircraft on protected flights. And about 50 pilots
flew in circumstances similar to
his. Plumlee saw and heard about
suitcases full of money that were
flown south and delivered to the
contru leaders. These were ignominious circumstances in which to
end his 30 years of working for the
government as a member of the
Black Crews, the super-secret operatives attached to the White
House as far back as the Eisenhower presidency.
“I don’t want
to be involved in any way with the

MAP NOTES
[I ask that the map be reprinted
even though it is in terrible shape
for any kind of reproduction but
you readers can utilize it along
with a good map and it will make
sense.]
1. Ck DEA,rMex. Plicestaging
area at ranch.
This is the Delgado Ranch, a few
miles south of San Felipe, Mexico,
also called Saltwater Pines because
of the trees that grow there. This
ranch was owned by Mexican drug
lord-Rafael-Car0
Quintero, who
allegedly masterminded the 1985
kidnapping and torture-murder of
DEA agent Enrique Camarena.
Plumlee says he made “four or
five”
stops
at
this
dws
“transshipment point” on his way
back from delivering CIA-supplied
weapons to the Contras and once
saw Quintero himself help unload a
shipment of marijuana Tosh had
brought up from Panama. Plumlee
found it intriguing that “the ranch
was always heavily protected by
Mexican police.” Caro Quintero,
now serving 40 years in a Mexican
prison, was so rich that he once
volunteered to pay off Mexico’s
foreign debt--$104 BILLION at the
time--if he was given a free hand to
operate in Mexico.
5
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Airstrip on Pacific coast, just
outside of Cabo San Lucas.

2.

This is one of several airstrips on
the drug route between Central
America and the California desert
and parts of Arizona.
Between
1983 and 1986, Plumlee says , he
made a dozen or so drug-ferrying
trips up this corridor starting in
Panama and making stops at Santa
Elena, Costa Rica: Puerto Escondido in southern Mexico and up
through the Baja and Mexicali.
His delivery points were all over
the Southwest Borrego Desert
airstrips. A kick-out place near the
Humbolt Mountain in Arizona, an
airstrip near Buckskin Mountain,
close to the Colorado River. And
some abandoned mines beside
Tunnel Peak, between Parker and
Plumlee
Havasu City, Arizona.
says he delivered some 200 kilos
of what he thought at first were
undercover operations in association with the DEA.
“We were
documenting the loads and the
routes and waiting for the big
But the big busts never
busts.
seemed to add up to the amount of
cocaine we were bringing in.”
Plumlee says that many of the men
in the Black Crews he worked with
felt extremely uneasy about the
drug shipments, and occasionally
there was talk of comiqg forward
as a group to reveal publicly the
extent of government-protected
drug shipments. Their complaints
to DEA and CIA contacts often
elicited disclaimers that “you’ve
got to keep the big picture in
mind” and “you might blow a major sting operation. ” The FBI,
CIA and DEA seemed to be spying
on each other’s undercover deals,
Plumlee believed, and they were
beginning to bust each other’s
operatives.
Plumlee sais he once landed in
Scottsdale with a load of coke, as
had been planned, but an FBI contact who was supposed to be there
was nowhere to be found. Plumlee
had 1240 pounds of cocaine in a
#6

DC-3, and when the contact didn’t
show he began to think he had
been set-up to be busted. While
some of the plane’s cargo was unloaded and another pilot took off
with the rest of the load, Plumlee
tried to get in touch with the FBI
contacts. “You ever try to contact
FBI officials late at night on a
“The FBI
weekend?” he asks.
thought I was some kind of nut. ”
His reservations about hauling
drugs only intensified.
“That trip had started normally
enough, with a weapons run out of
an airfield called ‘The Farm’ near
McAllen, Texas, on the Mexican
border. ’
But he had been instructed to return to the U.S. with
drugs, “And here I am a dope runner, and this whole thing was
turning into a drug operation. It
seemed like we were fighting the
wrong war all of a sudden. We
should have been fighting the drug
lords who we were in cahoots
with. ”
3. Apples, Oranges, Pears, Bananas, code 6 or 7; The BossCustomer .
These are Black Crew code words
used during the contra resupply efforts, the codes date back to the
days when covert operations were
being carried out in Cuba in the
early 1960’s. Apples were small
arms and ammunition.
Oranges
were artillery, C-4 explosives and
primer cord. Pears were electronics. Bananas were personnel. “The
bananas are delivered,” was a code
used when, say, a government dignitary was deposited
on the
ground.
Code 6 was the name of the flyway
through Central Mexico, across the
U.S. border at Piedres Negras and
on up to the Big Bend region of
Texas. Code 7 stood for the air
route up Baja through San Felipe
and Mexicali then on to drop
points in the Anza-Borrega Desert,
Twentynine Palms, on the old
Patton bombing range east of the

Salton Sea.

on Nicaraguan soil.

4. Rafael Quintero, San Felipe,
Mex., (phone number), Gacha,
M.
Colombo,
Penonome,
Panama, 1986.

This Cuban presence convinced
Plumlee, in the early stages, that
the contra war was just. He decided he’d do whatever was necessary to halt the buildup. In 1982,
Plumlee and four Nicaraguan contrus, along with two CIA military
operatives, made it to Bonanza, a
gold mining camp in northeastern
Nicaragua, to confirm the presence
of Cuban advisers there and to map
the location of radio navigation
beacons the Cubans had installed.

[HATONN: IS ANYBODY EVEN
NERVOUS YET?
PERHAPS I
SIMPLY DO NOT YET UNDERSTAND YOU-THE-PEOPLE!]
This map note contains a San Felipe phone number that Plumlee
says was Quintero’s number at the
Delgado Ranch. Gacha is the bigtime drug lord from Colombia,
Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, a member of the Medellin cartel and purportedly a billionaire. [Now you
all know about these ones!] This
note refers to a drug deal Quintero
and Gacha did together in 1986
that Plumlee says, “must have been
related to the contrus, since I was
involved. fl At the time, Plumlee
knew the names only as the people
he was to contact at the ranch.
Gacha was gunned
down by
Colombian police in December
(1989).

Plumlee says his cover, should he
have been caught in Nicaragua,
was as an American tourist on vacation from his job working in
Central America for a pipeline
company, CGG American Service,
a legitimate French company that
had contracts to search there for oil
and gas. Other people in that operation had cover as journalists.
Dharma, allow us a break, please.
Thank you.
Hatonn to stand-by.
S/22/91 #2

5. 12 degrees L, 84 degree
Bluefields NGA, River
Lws,
Escualito.
Bluefields is a port on the
Caribbean coast of Nicaragua, one
of three harbors mined by the CIA
in 1984. Plumlee says that before
1982, he worked mainly on the
ground as a military-intelligence
operative, verifying reconnaissance
photographs taken by Nicaraguan,
Panamanian, and Honduran natives. This was part of the American effort to document the buildup
of Cuban troops, listening posts,
and equipment in Nicaragua after
the Sandinistas took over in 1979.
“We were in there at Bluefields
lots of times trying to shoot pictures of Cuban missile technicians,” Plumlee reports.
Among
the many rumors that the CIA was
frantically trying to check out was
the one about the impending construction of ballistic-missile silos
I/
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CONTINUATION OF
“I RAN DRUGS - -”
6. Luis
Ochoa,
Penonome,
Panama, at villa next to river.
Previous Vesco and Rojas prop.
6-9-83.
Plumlee says that Jorge Luis
Ochoa, a Medellin cartel member,
sometimes stayed at a villa between
Rio-Hat0 and Penonome when he
was sending shipments out of
Panama. Plumlee’s impression at
the time he wrote this note was that
the villa was actually owned by
members of the regime of former
President Anastasia Somoza, the
Nicaraguan dictator ousted by the
Sandinistas in 1979. Black Crew
scuttlebutt had it that the villa had
been owned previously by Nixon
crony, Robert Vesco, the financier
who had secretly contributed cash
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to underwrite the Watergate breakin.

Plumlee says he saw the pictures
on two different occasions.

This note is significant to Plumlee
because it refers tangentially to
Barry Seal, a veteran of the Black
Crews who was assassinated in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in 1986.
The official U.S. government story
on Seal is that he was a drug runner arrested by the DEA in 1983
and, in return for leniency, began
working as an undercover narc.
Plumlee says that actually Seal had
been working for years under
cover as a Black Crew operative in
military intelligence, though he
might have been profiting on drug
running simultaneously, and that
he was a victim of the interagency
feuds in which the CIA, DEA, and
FBI occasionally arrested each
other’s water carriers.
But one
fact about Seal isn’t in dispute: He
had gained the trust of the highest
members of the Medellin cartel by
1984 and was considered the most
important agent the DEA had. In
the end, Seal may have been sacrificed to the Reagan-Bush administration’s implacable hatred of the
Sandinistas.

Seal also provided damaging information about Manuel Noriega.
After meeting with Ochoa and another cartel member in Panama,
where they were hiding out after
ordering the murder of a senior
Colombian government
off%&
Seal reported to the DEA that the
Panamanian dictator was providing
protection for the drug tycoons.

In 1983 “Tosh” Plumlee, Barry
Seal, and another Black Crewman
installed a camera behind the bulkhead of a cargo bay on the Fat
Lady, a C-123 transport plane that
Seal often flew on gun and drug
running
missions
in
Central
America.
The U.S. government
wanted photographs of Jorge Luis
Ochoa and other cartel members
helping to load cocaine onto the
plane.
Seal and the DEA were
working on a large scale undercover operation that was to culminate in the arrest of all the cartel
leaders together in one location,
and this photographic
evidence
would assist that effort.
Plumlee recalls that they ran the
camera’s shutter release cable into
the cockpit so Seal didn’t have to
be anywhere near the cargo bay in
order to trip it--and the plan succeeded; the photos were taken.

In 1984 when the CIA learned that
Seal had been meeting with a cartel
member,
Pablo
Escobar
in
Nicaragua, the agency hatched a
plan to link the Cartel with the
Sandinistas in a drug smuggling
scheme. The agency hoped that if
the American public could be convinced of Nicaraguan drug dealing,
aid to the Contras might be legalized.
The DEA protested that using Seal
in this way would blow his cover
and ruin any cbnce of busting the
cartel. According to several recent
books and newspaper articles,
DEA officials were summoned to
the White House in 1984 and pressured by Oliver North to release
photos of Seal’s plane in Nicaragua
being loaded by cartel members.
The DEA refused. The published
accounts say that soon after, North
leaked a story to the Washington
Tzmes, implicating
Nicaraguan
leaders in drug smuggling.
DEA officials eventually told congressional investigators that the
allegations of Nicaraguan drug
dealing were untrue.
But at the
time, the White House was pressing hard for money for the Contras.
President Reagan went on national
television in March, 1986 with
blow-ups of Seal’s photographs,
which Reagan claimed had been
taken in Nicaragua during a drugloading operation.
The President
pointed out one man in the pictures, Frederic0 Vaughan, calling
him a close associate of one member of Nica,ragua’s ruling junta.
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Shortly thereafter, Congress reversed itself and voted $100 million in military aid to the Contras.
mutonn: anybody “mud-us-hellIt
yet?]
Seal, who had been pulled out of
the field by the DEA when the
phony Washington i’lmes story
broke, eventually was compelled to
testify about the cartel before a
federal grand jury in Miami.
Ochoa subsequently contracted for
Seal’s murder.
Barry Seal was
machine-gunned
to death
on
February 19, 1986, about a month
before President Reagan’s television appearance. Two Colombians
shot Seal in his car in front of a
halfway house where he was doing
time on a drug charge.
The
Colombians are now serving life
sentences in Louisiana, and a warrant has been issued for the arrest
of Ochoa and Pablo Escobar for
letting the contract on Seal.
[HatOM: please note that it isn’t
safe to trust the untrustworthy for
YOU who do are DEAD. This is
why I always remind the surveillance crews who would take out
my scribe that “YOU DO NOT
HAVE A TICKET TO SECURITY, MY FRIENDS, AND IF
YOU ARE CAUGHT YOU ARE
MURDERED--FIRST! ”
As for those photographs’ Reagan
made so much of, they weren’t
shot in Nicaragua, Plumlee, claims,
“They were shot in Panama”.
Freddie Vaughan, it turned out,
had close ties to the National Security Council and Oliver North.
(Ouch!) The drug running documented by the photographs was
taking place with the assistance of
an ally, Manuel Noriega, who only
became a casualty to the drug war
when his help in the contra war
was no longer peeded.
7. Bill Cooper, Lake Tahoe,
Reno, Sept. 1, ‘86, call Four Aces
Palmdale, Harry D.
Bill Cooper was a pilot friend of
Plumlee’s who, along with Buzz
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Sawyer, died in the crash of a C123 shot down over southern
Nicaragua on October 5, 1986.
The third American crewman, Eugene Hasenfus, parachuted safely
into the jungle and proceeded to
blow the cover off the Reagan
Administration’s secret confru war.
The plane happened to be Barry
Seal’s old Fat L&y, carrying a
load of guns and ammunition to a
band of contrus working inside
Nicaragua. As soon as news of the
crash reached Washington, D.C.,
the government confirmed Plumlee’s worst fears about its willingness to sacrifice covert operatives.
The White House, the State Department, the CIA, everyone who
had a hand in the supply network
stridently denied that Hasenfus or
the dead crewmen had any connection at all to the government.
But among the papers found aboard
the plane was a business card from
Robert Owen, Oliver North’s liaison with the contrus, and there
were documents linking the plane
to Southern Air Transport, the
CIA’s airline of choice. Papers in
the plane also contained addresses
of safe houses in El Salvador, from
which enterprising reporters discovered that telephone calls had
been made to Richard Secord, the
profiteering ex-Air Force general
who was in charge of the secret
arms-supply network.
Hasenfus
himself admitted that he had been
working for the CIA, specifically
for Felix Rodriguez.
Hasenfus
knew him by his nom de guerre,
Max Gomez. Both of these names
appear in various places on Plumlee’s map.
Rodriguez, whose nickname was
Snake, had helped chase down and
assassinate Che’ Guevara in Bolivia in 1967. He was one of many
expatriate Cubans attracted to the
contra war because they thought it
was a harbinger of their return to a
liberated Cuba. Rodriguez was recruited to be the main confru supply coordinator in Central America

by Donald Gregg, an ex-CIA official who was named as then-Vice
President Bush’s National Security
Adviser in 1982. Evidence surfaced during the various Iran-concru investigations that Rodriguez
may have had almost daily contact
with Bush’s office in 1986.
[Hatonn: makes a little trip to Paris
in 1980 look pale, does it not? But
“Read My Lips” said he knew
nothing about the contra affair, either, if I rightly recall.] But while
the Hasenfus affair brought about
the undoing of Secord and North
and led directly to the revelation of
secret shipments of arms to Iran
aboard Southern Air Transport’s
airplanes, George Bush skated by
clean.
Plumlee and Cooper go way back.
They’d flown together in the
1950’s and 1960’s for the CIAfront airlines Air America and Inter-Mountain
Aviation
in the
Golden Triangle
area, where
Thailand, Burma, and Laos converge. These flights were in support of Chiang Kai-shek’s Chinese
Nationalist guerillas, whom the
CIA was still backing long after
they had been defeated on mainland China.
Using American
arms, the guerillas organized villagers to a massive production of
opium, which provided the base
for large-scale heroin production in
Southeast Asia.
Eventually the
CIA airplanes were directly involved in drug-running, according
to eyewitnesses, investigative reporters, and even congressional investigators.
The CIA-backed
planes, with their civilian American crews, delivered arms to the
guerillas and then flew opium back
out to Thailand.
“Old Air America pilots who were
flying in Central America started
to get disgusted about all the drug
running, ”
Plumlee
remarks.
“They’d say stuff like, ‘This is
just like the Golden Triangle’.
They talked about the black goo in
the cargo,bays of C-64’s.”
I

‘L

The map note refers to Lake Tahoe
because that’s where Cooper’s
family lived. Plumlee says Four
Aces Aviation in Palmdale was the
airfield where Cooper was to pick
up his plane for this September
1986 flying job.
Black Crew operatives like Cooper
and Plumlee were contacted in the
States for covert work abroad in a
couple of ways, according to
Plumlee. Sometimes the crewmen
were involved in ongoing projects,
like arms shipments that went
south at certain times every month,
so there was no need to risk open
communication between the deliverymen and their superiors. Other
times, small aviation companies
would place classified ads in aviation periodicals or daily newspapers, calling for pilots and me“We’d know that those
chanics.
ads were calls for a job,” Plumlee
explains.
“You’d call, tell ‘em
who you were, and they’d check
your name against a list they had
of names, MOS’s (military occupational specialties), and mailing
addresses. If you were on the list,
they’d switch you to the guy to talk
to for the job, and you were set up
for an interview. But there was no
direct discussion of it on the telephone.
8. C-19, U.S. OMC-235, Delta
3, Sqd 4.
“Charlie one-niner was &the group
name, Delta 3, Squad 4 was the
special U.S. Army team I worked
with when we were making
weapons drops into Nicaragua,”
“Bill Cooper
Plumlee explains.
was flying with that same group
sometimes. ” OMC-235 was the
acronym for Operational Methods
Clandestine, a super-secret corps
of active-duty military operatives
controlled by the White House,
With these
Plumlee continues.
map notations, he was jotting down
names of military groups to jog his
memory during his talks with Senator Gary Hart’s office.

.
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Hart was especially interested in
the fact that U.S. active-duty military personnel had been operating
undercover in Nicaragua in the
early 1980’s. Plumlee says several
special operations groups performed HALO (high altitude low
opening) parachute drops into
Nicaragua, exiting airplanes just
outside Nicaraguan air space and
free falling across the border before opening their chutes at very
low altitudes.
Plumlee himself
flew some of the military operatives into Nicaragua to shoot photographs of radar installations and
purported MiG fighter-plane bases.
“It turned out later that the most
reliable photography
was done
from satellites,” he reports.
9. Santa Elena (Somoza ranch),
C-130, DC-6B, New airfield being built, 10-4-83, Ochoa-Barry
operation, staging area weapons
(drugs).
Plumlee says that Santa Elena had
been former Nicaraguan president
Anastasio
Somoza’s
ranch in
northwestern Costa Rica. He also
says that it had been used as a
transshipment point by drug runners for years before the contra
war got underway in 1981. And
this didn’t change after Oliver
North, Richard Secord, and their
cohorts ordered the improvement
of Santa Elena’s landing strip to
make the ranch the major staging
area to supply weapons and equipment to the Contrassouthern front.
Small airstrips like Santa Elena
were sprinkled throughout Costa
Rica and Honduras.
When the
contra war was in full swing these
strips were needed to provide refueling stops and drop-off points for
guns and other supplies destined
for guerillas bivouacked nearby.
“The drug people controlled the
areas where the rebel army needed
“The
bases”, Plumlee explains.
gun suppliers--first the CIA and
later the private people who turned
the war into a business--had to
strike deals with the drug people in

order to share these strips. You
can’t stay sane and safe down there
without being on good terms with
the CAF--the
Colombian
Air
Force. I’ve taxied right up with a
load of guns, and on the other side
of the field, they’re loading up
drugs at the same time.
The map note refers to Barry Seal
and Luis Ochoa, the Colombian
drug magnate, running cocaine into
Santa Elena. The C-130 and DC6B notations refer to the reason the
field was improved and the airstrip
lengthened at the directions of Secord and North. “Barry Seal had
flown in the Fat Lady with
weapons one time and got her
stuck,” Plumlee says. “That decided ‘em to lengthen the airstrip.”
Interestingly,
during
John
Poindexter’s trial, in which he is
charged with conspiracy to destroy
documents, obstruct investigations,
and lie to Congress, the prosecutor
introduced a memo from Oliver
North that seems to corroborate
Plumlee’s story about the stuck
airplane.
North had written to
Poindexter that “one of the planes
of the contra resupply operations
got mired down in the mud at an
airport in Costa Rica. ”
Another reason Santa Elena was
upgraded was that the other major
staging area for the Contras’southern front, the ranch owned by
American citizen John Hull, 150
kilometers east-southeast of Santa
Elena, wasn’t big enough for the
scale of the operation. Also, even
though Hull worked closely with
the CIA in helping to arm the contrus, the use of an American’s land
in Costa Rica for an arms shipment
point was politically unacceptable
to the Costa Rican government.
10. PT Patrol, Santa Elena.
Three extremely fast “stealth”
boats were used to patrol the waters off Santa Elena and protect the
secret airfield, Plumlee says, and
the boats had a connection to San
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Diego. Karl Phaler, a San Diegan,
had helped El Salvador modify
several Boston Whalers into fast
patrol boats in 1980 and 1981.
Plumlee says the Black Crewmen
always called the Santa Elena patrol boats “Phaler boats”. In an
interview, Phaler said he doesn’t
know how the boats he helped
build for El Salvador might have
ended up off Costa Rica. “Maybe
somebody else just used my design
and the name stuck. ”
Phaler later established a boat
company ‘called Freedom Marin in
San Diego and sold three radardefleeting Kevlar boats to the Contras
for $140,000, according to testimony by Robert Owen before the
Iran-contra committee.
Contra
leader Adolf0 Colero had visited
the boat company in San Diego in
1984 and taken a ride on one of the
boats. In a 1987 Sun Diego Union
story about the boat purchase, Karl
Phaler gushed that, “Oliver North
said I was a great American. After
a compliment like that, I would
have done just about anything”.
Phaler was told that the heavily
armored boats, which were fitted
with machine gun mounts, were to
be used to transport food, military
equipment, and medical supplies to
the contrus. But he never actually
found out where the boats were
delivered or how they were used.
11. “North by Northwest,” Toys
for Eden.
Until May 1984, contra leader
Eden Pastora was the major beneficiary of weapons shipments to
Hull’s ranch and Santa Elena.
Costa Rica actually has three areas
called Santa Elena; Plumlee says
Oliver North and his courier,
Robert Owen, assigned the code
name “Point West” to the Santa
Elena staging area on the northwest
coast of Costa Rica. So Plumlee’s
notation refers to Oliver North, the
location of Santa Elena, and the
main reason for its existence.
On May 30 of 1984, at a jungle
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hideout, La Penca, just inside
Nicaragua, a bomb exploded during a press conference called by
Pastora.
He was decrying the
CIA’s pressure on him to merge
with the main faction of Contrasin
Honduras. One American and several Costa Rican journalists were
killed, but Pastora survived. The
bombing, which was never solved,
became the basis of a lawsuit filed
by the Christic Institute, a nonprofit public-interest
law firm
based in Washington, D.C. The
suit claimed that the bombing was
part of a criminal conspiracy that
also included illegal covert arms
smuggling, violations of banking
and currency laws and political assassinations. Filed in federal court
under the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations statute, the
suit name 29 defendants (including
Hull, Secord, Owen, Pablo Escobar, and several CIA officials) who
allegedly had a direct or indirect
hand in the La Penca bombing and
in various secret wars all over the
world. The lawsuit was dismissed
for lack of evidence in July, 1989,
and is currently on appeal.
Before the bombing, Plumlee says
that Pastorals guerilla commanders
often complained about the shoddy
gear they were receiving.
They
also complained about the escalating prices they had to pay for
equipment.
Plumlee began to
share their frustration. “The guns
weren’t for sale when we were
taking them to Guatemala and El
Salvador a few years earlier”, he
“But in Costa Rica in
remarks.
1982, ‘83, and ‘84, suddenly the
guns are being sold to Pastora.
His commanders would say stuff
like, ‘Well, you really fucked up
my budget this month.’ And some
of the stuff was crap--boots with
holes in ‘em, old M-l’s instead of
M-16’s, medical supplies that had
their seals broken. It was a business, and we were bringing drugs
back to pay for it. We were trading better weapons to the drug
cartels in return for use of their
I thought this was a
airstrips.

shitty way to fight for democracy. ”
Once the contru resupply effort
was outlawed by Congress in
1984, Plumlee says, the airplanes
themselves
became
rattletraps.
Oliver North’s job was to circumvent the congressional ban on government aid to the Contras, and
that was accomplished by commissioning Richard Secord to bring in
private arms dealers and aircraft
suppliers to do the work for profit.
Plumlee says these outfits didn’t
take care of their airplanes nearly
as well as the CIA did, and he
ended up flying planes that sometimes had no airworthiness certificates on board.
Many of the
planes had defective instruments,
which was a serious problem when
he had to deliver equipment during
the rainy season. “Directional gyros were broken, so you couldn’t
tell if you were drifting off course;
there were magnetic compasses
with low fluid levels, so the compass would stick. Artificial horizons that wefe partially working,
which is worse than not working at
all. Hydraulic problems. See, this
way, if a plane went down, it
would be much easier to claim it
was a shoddy free-lance operation
not connected to the government.
12. Drug route from Panama to
Pt. Escondido, Mex., Ochoa-EsArmy,
Ft.
cobar operation,
Huachuca, AZ., In place 3-2-83.
On this date, March 2, 1983, Tosh
says he reported this popular drugsmuggling air route to the unit he
based
at Ft.
answered
to,
Huachuca, Arizona. His military
operations logistics officer was
Army Col. James Steele, who was
chief of the U.S. advisors in El
Plumlee had carried
Salvador.
dope on that route from Santa
Elena to Oaxaca to Puerto Escondido and on up into the United
States several times. He says that
he and his colleagues, working for
military intelligence, using equipment supplied by the CIA had indrug-smuggling
filtrated , >those
.
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routes, and they expected that these
flyways would be shut down in one
major sting operation. But it never
“That route remained
happened.
open and operating for years after I
had reported it to Ft. Huachuca”,
he says, “nothing was being done
with this information, and a lot of
us were starting to get pissed off
about flying drugs. ”
13. CX over Bravo One
14. CX over Bravo Two
These crossovers are two of many
checkpoints at which Plumlee was
instructed to contact ground stations on his flights up the coast.
These crossovers
were points
where two different flyways intersected, and there was a communications station nearby. The Black
Crews usually had a coded checkin, such as six clicks on the microphone button or a short series of
dots and dashes or a terse whistle
into the mike. Such coded commu“Going
nications were common.
into Hull’s ranch, you always
whistled”, recalls Plumlee.
The
check-ins were required because
sometimes ground controllers sent
back information that the mission
was to be terminated for various
reasons, and at these crossover
points there were automatic, preset
route changes and landing points
for canceled operations. v
According to Plumlee, Bravo One
was the name of a weapons route
into Guatemala on which Big Toad,
a C-130 cargo plane, made regular
air drops of heavy weapons.
Bravo Two was the weapons route
between various airfields in the
Yucatan region of Mexico and the
coast of Honduras. A lot of U.S.
military hardware from El Salvador and Honduran military bases
made its wa to private contractors
through Fe rix Rodriguez, according to Plumlee and several other
sources. Plumlee says this hardware was shipped to the Yucatan as
a way of “laundering” it before it
was then taken back south and sold
to the Contras.
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15. Noriega?
Plumlee,
an atrocious speller,
wrote “Neirago?” on his map
shortly after seeing a Panamanian
dignitary at a landing strip near
Rio Hato, on the Pacific coast of
Panama, in 1983.
“We had
dropped off weapons there that
were headed for El Salvador, ”
Plumlee remembers, “and drugs
were being loaded for the return
trip.
This guy was with some
other people, and we called him
the ’ Strongman’.
He was extremely friendly with all his people, all the way down to the corporals. I didn’t really know who he
was, just the ‘Strongman’, and
somebody mentioned his name. I
tried to write it just from the way
it sounded. ”
LOOKING BACK
Looking back on it all, Plumlee
sometimes finds it hard to believe
he witnessed first-hand such a sordid part of American history.
when he tells these stories, it is
with an air of resignation tinged
with insecurity, for he fully expects the listener to disbelieve him.
So much of what he says is impossible to double-check; so many
people in his circumstance have
had their characters besmirched
and their stories branded as lies by
government agents. One thing he
has going for him is that, unlike
many pilots, he says he didn’t cut
side deals with drug runners, so he
didn’t make a lot of money. Why
didn’t he? “Sheer stupidity on my
part. Looking back on it, I sometimes wish I’d taken the money
like a lot of these damn mercenaries. ” He spits out the word mercenaries as if it were a lemon rind.
“Sure I’m pissed off that I didn’t
get in on any of it, but we were
loyal to our crews.
I wouldn’t
have sold them out. ”
Ty West, a producer with CBS
News in New York who used
Plumlee as a source in 1987, when
the television program West 57th

broke stories about the secret Santa
Elena staging area, says, “You
wish a Catholic priest would come
in and have all these stories and
say, ‘By the way, here are the
photographs ’, but it just doesn’t
work that way...Tosh always had
this big hang-up that nobody will
believe him. That’s partly why we
never put him on camera--he would
never believe that we believed
him. ”
The details published here are just
a fraction of what Plumlee knows
about U.S. government actions in
Central America. He can rattle off
names of pilots and the secret, illicit missions they flew until the
listener’s eyes glaze over. He can
name dates and places and times
where he tried to warn federal investigators about the drug running,
after which he was either threatened with arrest or the information
went nowhere. In fact, he’s seen
the glazing eyes so many times,
he’s become jaded. The public really doesn’t care much about what
really happened down there, he observes, “They don’t expect any
better from the government.
The
CIA, the FBI, the DEA, Congress,
the White House--they all knew we
were involved in running drugs to
help the Contras and they could
have stopped it. Everything I did
down there WAS SANCTIONED
BY GEORGE BUSH HIMSELF
but he claims he didn’t know, but
he did and he wouId have bud to
go to great lengths to keep himself
ignorant abolrt it. But I am just a
little 01’ plumber, so what could I
know about all this?”
END OF THE DISSERTATION--NOT THE STORY!
Now you might ask, “Why are you
doing this, Hatonn?” Why indeed?
Because there is an “all points”
contract out on these and others
and publicity is the only safety-net
these people have for protection of
any measure what-so-ever.
Can
any of you come out of your stupor
long enough to realize what these
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men are telling you? If a Man will
murder for $5 do you not think the
government will effort to take out
these truth-bringers?
I put them
under my protections to the full
extent allowed and make every effort to bring them into my circle of
awareness--it is hard for them for
they are pretty hardened to God
and Truth--for they have been lied
to at such “high” levels of authority. Well, we just do that which
we can and welcome them into the
shielding of our capabilities for the
unfoldment is going to get worse-or better, depending on which side
you are on.
I don’t like to just give you a wad
of free-speech and leave you so,
please, if you have time, I will list
a few suggested
confirmation
pieces:
Cockburn, Leslie, Qti of Cant I
Atlantic Monthly Press,
$w
York, 1987. Subtitled “The Story
of the Reagan Administration’s Secret War in Nicaragua, the Illegal
Arms Pipeline, and the Contra
Drug Connection”. This book details the web of connections between government functionaries,
greedy arms suppliers, and the
contra rebels. Plumlee appears in
the book as a source.
Kwitny, Jonathan, The Ctimes of
Patriots, A True Tale of Dope,
Dirty Money, and the CIA. W.W.
Horton
Co., New York,’ 1987.
The Nugan Hand Bank scandal in
Austria as shown to be intricately
entwined with many of the same
people who controlled the Contru
War. This book gives excellent
background information on the
worldwide operations of several
American arms merchants.
Wass, Murray, Cocaine and the
White House: L. W. WEEKLY,
SEPT. 30 AND OCT. 7, 1988.
An exhaustive account of highlevel connections between drug
dealers and U.S. government agencies working in Central America,
this story draws the larger context
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within which Plumlee was one
small but crucial player. But don’t
act shocked that no one has ever
even heard of the publication resource for these expose’s got
squashed instantly.
Woodward, Bob, Veil: The Secret
Wats of the CIA, Simon and
Schuster, New York, 1987.
A
good source for background and
confirmation of Plumlee’s stories
regarding the types of information
the Black Crew helped ferret out.
The book also confirmed the time
frames in which Plumlee says he
certain
undercover
performed
tasks.
I do ask that you pay attention as
you read, however, always keeping
in mind that these ran and are published by Establishment media--totally controlled! What could this
mean? Well, first off, it means
that someone in the Establishment
media is a Zionist Elitist and they
have a different plan for controlling and ruling your world! There
are some irritated “top-dogs” over
a lot of things recently, not the
least of which is Baker in his efforts to deal “peace” talks between
Israel and the Arabs only to be met
with a new settlement of Israelis in
occupied No-No territory every
visit he makes. The top-“bananas”
are about to have that big showdown for power--and the fireworks
and sparks are going to shower all
over the world.
Oh, don’t lose sleep over the apparent rift for remember, dear
ones, that is the illusion--they are
working in lock-step toward that
One World Government run by the
Anti-God. It is just WHO will get
to be big cheese.
After you ponder this information
a while, I suggest you follow-up on
Col. Gritz’ books, etc. Start, actually, with his newest one, R&
FLECTIONS, and then go to his
A NATION
BEfirst one,
TRAYED.

You are about to lose your world
to these traitors and treasonist
criminals--in fact, they inhabit your
highest offices. God give you insight and knowledge that ye can
rise to the task of reclaiming your
nation under God and your Constitution before the clock runs out.
Thank you for a long day,
Dharma--but our brothers must
know the facts and I know no other
way to get it to them for it pushes
Truth a bit farther and each new
ear that hears and eye that sees will
make great strides in unity within
brotherhood.
Good-day.
I ask that you leave
this room immediately for you
have had too much load on the
system this day.
Peace, and I
thank you for a job well done. I
salute all of you who so diligently
place your necks out there on the
block, have raised your hand to the
square and now, effort to clear the
path in Truth for your fellow-man.
r
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Cmdr.
UFF/IGFC
********

CONSTITUTION KIT
For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information about our
government and the Constitution to
our freedoms.
help in preservin
The kit is availabf e to individuals
or groups for $8.00 per kit, or for
$20 POST PAID with RAPE OF
THE CONSTITUTION book included.
SEMINAR
June 7, 1991, 7 PM Royce Hotel
Ballroom, 1601 Belvedere Rd.,
W. Palm Beach, Florida Admission $5.00 CA11 Kip (407) 5330703
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